
Minutes April 20, 2021 Meeting

We thank all of you that participated in the April 20 Kahal meeting.

As I am still learning my way forward, I neglected to ask anyone to take notes for
minutes, so I have provided my recollections of the discussion and the slide deck that I
used during the meeting.

Our goal for the meeting was to update the Kahal on our plans and progress and to
discuss potential names for our new Minyan.

We reviewed the role of ISC and our proposed Committees and smaller, more focused
Working Groups. There were some clarifying questions answered but not a significant
discussion.  We reminded everyone that these committees are set up to guide our move
to TE and that it is expected that some of the same areas will need ongoing committees
in our new home.  It is our intention to sunset all the ISC committees and have the new
leadership and governance establish their own approach. The specific ask is for
everyone to think about how they can help and email us with their choices for
committees and working groups.  PLEASE email ISC@bleichers.com by April 26 with
your choices.

We had a full discussion of the voting proposal suggested by the ISC, described on
slide 8. It became clear that we need technology assistance to facilitate our ability to
vote and we are working on providing a better option than Zoom voting.  That said, we
did approve that a vote of 60% or more of the in-person (Zoom) attendees will carry our
decisions moving forward, and the future vote on our governance model will require
>2/3 majority. The group did not support the suggestion that families with kids that
attend the Minyan should vote as a subset on issues that involve decisions on children’s
and youth services.  All members present when those votes are called will be eligible to
vote. Votes to be called will be announced in the meeting notice to the Kahal prior to the
meeting.

We did a broad overview of the kinds of names that were suggested in the survey
results and pointed out that the 1320 group is using the Centre St. Minyan as the name
of their legal filing but has not decided to have that be their public name. We broke out
into 8 groups and discussed the types of name categories: NCM as part of the name,
TE as part of the name, a name containing Hebrew and other considerations.  We then
asked everyone to brainstorm specific name ideas. Each group reported engaging
discussions and I did not hear consensus about any of the categories except potentially
trying to include all of the areas, at least in a temporary part of the name, to be able to
show our origins and our hope for the future.  The marketers among us were actively



thinking about how new members will find us. We will pull the notes together and start a
working list to provide to the Naming the Kahal Committee.

Our next steps are to staff the first round committees and working groups and set up
future Kahal meeting dates.


